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THE NECESSITIES AND DANGERS OF INFORMATIC
Last week, in Tokyo, Japan, the leaders of the world's
most advanced democracies, also the most advanced
industrialised nations, issued a communigue which proclaimed
their faith in technology. Hidden away amongst remarks about
nuclear fallout and terrorism, (items which captured the
attention of the world's media) were comments on a more
fundamental, lasting and important force in society today,
namely science and technology. The leaders were optimistic:
"We reaffirm the importance of science and technology for
the dynamic growth of the world economy and take note,
with appreciation, of the final report of the working
group on technology, growth and employment. We stress the
importance for genuine partnership and appropriate
exchange of information, experience and technologies
among the participating States."
This is an ·essay on some of the dangers and institutional
problems for just those societies whose leaders gathered in
Tokyo - and others like them. Although the paper concentrates
on informatics, the other technological changes of our time are
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equally involved. As will be pointed out what is at stake is
no'thing
nothing less than the preservation of the common features of

the western democracies and then capacity to retain and adapt
their basic governmental institutions and social values in a
time of profound scientific and technological change.
The features of the new information technology which
endanger the value of individual privacy are now well known.

The' dangers derive from the following features of the
technology in particular:

**

it transcends distance, darkness and physical
barriers.

**

it transcends time, because of the capacity to

collect and store massive amounts of data which can
be retrieved whenever needed.

*

it is capital-rather than labour-intensive, because

it is no longer necessary to have human
intervention. The computer can analyse all.

*

it is universal in its application, decentralised
and triggers self activating policing.

*

it has low visibility or even total invisibility.

*

it grows ever more extensive and covers larger areas
of life, ever more deeply. I1

These are trite statements about a pervasive technology
which is overwhelmingly beneficial in its potential to release
mankind from the millstones of routine and, mindless drudgery.
However, a poll conducted in 1985 by Louis Harris-France in
eight industrial countries indicates that "invasion of privacy
and unemployment continue to be viewed as two significant
consequences of data processing".2 In the United States, 68% of

those polled agreed that it would be increasingly possible to
use computer data banks to infringe personal privacy.
Knowledgeable people, who are not Luddites, recognise that a
hitherto important feature of our form"of societies is
seriously endangered by what is otherwise a beneficial
technological development. Moreover, it is a development which
has distinctly positive features for the enhancement of
freedom. For example, the new information technology promises
the improvement in cost effective access to official
information. In this way the public accountability of
politicians and bureaucrats may be increased so that they
extend far beyond the occasional visit to the ballot box which
was previously the theoretical occasion for enforcing the
ultimate accountability of the Executive Government to the
People.
In all of our countries three changes have occurred which
promote the demand for privacy and freedom of information (FOI)
laws. These are:

•

First, the significant growth in the role of the
public sector, precipitated by the urgent needs of
the Second World War and continued and expanded ever
since. This phenomenon, and the vast panoply of
agencies and officialdom thereby created, demolished
many of the vestiges of the mythology of ministerial
accountability. It has led to a rational insistence
upon new institutions and rights which translate
theoretical accountability into daily practice. 3

*

Secondly, the general advances in the education of
the community which has had a dual impact. First, it
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citizens, impatient with the paternalistic notion
that administrators necessarily know best. Secondly,
it created, particularly in the educated middle

class, a group of people willing to utilise new
rights and to enforce them in the courts and in the
protective administrative agencies set up.

*

Thirdly, came the new technology itself. As Marx and
others bave
have demonstrated, it presented novel
problems, relevantly problems of data protection and

data security. But it also presented

potential

solutions. Keys, passwords and encriptions could be
introduced to bar access to personal information,
even to an inquisitive civil servant who, in the old

days, might have had access to paper files. On line
facilities can assure the data subject, potentially,
a right of access to data about himself or herself.
herself,
in a way that the inefficiency of the old systems
could not necessarily ensure.
Thus, the issue in a nutshell is one of thinking, as the
American say, "positive". Taking advantage of the remarkable
and pervasive technology of informatics whilst, at the same
time, acting with resolution to defend elements of individual
privacy, deemed important for the liberty of mankind in the
future - a future likely to be increasingly pervaded by the
technology of informatics.
THE THREAD OF ARIADNE
The past decade or so has seen important legislative
responses to informatics in all of the advanced English
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speaking democracies. Freed.om
Freedpm of information and privacy laws

have been enacted in the united States and Canada. 4 Privacy
legislation has been enacted in the united Kingdom. But,
although 57% of the British people last year told an opinion
poll that they thought FO!
For would help protection of rights "a
great deal ft5 , the United Kingdom government seems to adhere to
the old mythology of ministerial accountability, the Official
Secrets Act and the world of "leaks" which tends to accompany,
nowadays, regimes of too much secrecy. The ponting tria1 6 and
the westland helicopter affair all show what happens in
secretive administrations in the age of the photocopier.
New Zealand has enacted an FOI law. 7 When I was there in
February, 1986, that country was looking at reform of that law
and at the enactment of privacy legislation.
legis1ation. 8 In AUstralia,
Australia, a
Freedom of Information Act was enacted by Federal Parliament in
1982. It contained an important section for rights of access to
personal information and for the protection of private
information. Comprehensive Federal privacy laws have been
promised. 9 But hand in hand with these developments comes a
proposal for a national identity card to co-ordinate Federal
data banks as a suggested means of combating tax and social
security fraud. lO
Recently, I had to offer a Foreword to a forthcoming
publication, to be printed in Canada, on the problems and
I1 Looking through their
prospects of these information laws. Il
reports, and the report on

th~

Australian legislation offered

by the late Senator Alan Missen, it became clear that a number
of common themes were emerging. They chart the way ahead for
those concerned about information law in the last decade of the
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20th Century. To some extent, the themes are similar. They are
illustrated by the workshops of this symposium. With differing
emphasis, the authors call attention to concerns which will
clearly affect the law and administrative practices involved in
the exercise of privacy and FOI rights for years to come.
TwO
Two of the contributors, Inger Hansen and Harold Relyea
stress the concern in Canada and the United States respectively
that FOr is being used (or abused) to breach the legitimate
expectations of business confidentiality. This confidentiality
may sometimes be undermined by the relevation, pursuant to For
law, of information supplied by business (usually under
compulsion> to the Government. How are these competing rights
to be reconciled and the integrity of FOI maintained, whilst
ensuring legitimate claims to business secrecy and candid
supply of business data to government?
Concern is also expressed in the United States and Canada
about the use of FO!
For to undermine, frustrate and delay the
processes of law enforcement. Particular anxiety is felt about
the so called "mosaic" phenomenon - as a result of which, even
where identifiers have been deleted, some material supplied
pursuant to FOI can assist anti-social persons to identify
public informers or to secure other information which public
pOlicy suggests should be kept secret.
Concern about cost of FO!
For is a theme running through all
reports on the operation of information legislation. There is
the suggestion that this is a luxury which, however desirable
in principle, our communities simply cannot afford. There is
also the suggestion that, depending as it does on the
activities of enthusiastic individuals, our FOI and privacy

-

)

-

laws are very much the guardians of the educated middle class.
They provide little in the way of enhanced freedom for those
people who are most dependent on, and under the surveillance
of,

gov~rnment
gov~rnment

- the social security recipients, veterans,

hospital patients and others whose very position of dependence
often makes the enforcement of their information right a matter
of theory rather than practice.
In Australia, the concern about FOI and privacy laws has
changed in the last decade. From the early debates about the
numerous exemptions and conclusive ministerial certificates
under the FOr Act, the concern today has shifted. So few
ministerial exemptions have been claimed that the battle ground
has moved. Now, the counter reformation comes from the
bureaucrats who point repeatedly to the cumbersome and costly
machinery to which they must devote scarce resources. And those
concerned about spreading the impact of FOI and privacy access
rights point to the narrow usage of those rights, the
widespread ignorance about them, their substantial confinement
to the educated middle class and the retreat from earlier
public campaigns to promote general knowledge by media
advertising, pamphlets and the like. 12
At this level of the debate, it would be possible to
trace a thread of Ariadne through the controversies. Common
themes undoubtedly exist. There is some evidence of a counter
reformation, as attention is laid by bureaucrats and
politicians in many lands, upon cost and the various problems
which the first decade of information legislation has disclosed.
Instead of taking this course, I have decided, with due
modesty, to propound again the ten information commandments. It

8 was said of President Wilson's 14 points that he had divined
four more than the Almighty. Being a more diffident type I have
preferred to follow the Mosaic tradition. Hence the ten

information commandments which will doubtless. unlike Moses I
am moved to hand them down twice. Perhaps if Moses had done so,
the original Ten Commandments would have .been better known and

more faithfully observed.
THE TEN INFORMATION COMMANDMENTS
I.

Contemporary technological developments endanger human

rights and civil liberties and require responses from

society - includinq the legal system.
This first "commandment" states the obvious. It is not

confined to informatics. The most remarkable feature of
the late 20th century is the coincidence, at one moment
of history, of three important technological
developments. I refer to nuclear fission, biotechnology
and informatics. Each of these developments has
implications for human rights and civic freedoms.
Information technology presents the problems, some of
which have been identified already by Garry Marx.
Biotechnology

~resents

quandries which go to the very

definition of human life itself. Human cloning, in vitro
fertilisation, the growing of human body parts and
numerous other features of genetic engineering and
biotechnology present major dilemmas to the philosopher,
the lawyer and the law maker. In the Australian
Parliament, at this very time, a Parliamentary committee
is examining a Private Member's Bill designed to restrict
and control many biotech developments, in some of which

~
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Australian scientists have made notable contributions. l3
Of nuclear fission, I need say nothing - except that,
unless the international community can bring this
technology under effective international

control~

the

long run prospects of mankind's surviving accidents,
mistake or nuclear folly appear problematical. So the
starting point - the beginning of wisdom - is a
realisation of the enormous challenge which technology
presents to humanity in our generation. We need a Luther
of jurisprudence to lead us to the legal solutions and
political leaders of wisdom to lead our communities
thoughtfully, to the responses th.at preserve life and

freedom.
11

The fertile common law system, even as enhanced in some

countries by constitutional rights, is insufficient to
provide adequate responses to the challenges of
technolOgY. More legislation is needed.
There are some people who say that the common law,
developed by the judges, will be adequate to defend our
liberties - in the future as it has in the past. No doubt
there is a role for the common law. It must surely
respond to technological change. Benjamin Cardozo once
said that the law, like the traveller, must prepare for
the morrow. In the United States, with the famous
language of the Bill of Rights and lately in Canada with
the Charter of Rights and Freedoms, scope is offered to
the judiciary to enhance the creative element which has
always existed in the common law. But even in such

own,
countr ies, and still more so in countr ies such as my
withou t such a cataly st for judicia l creativ ity in the
protect ion of rights in the modern era, more will be
the
needed . Shortly before my departu re from Austra lia,
I
High Court of Austra lia reverse d a decisio n, in which
had partici pated. It was a decisio n relevan t to
inform ation rights. The Court of Appeal had declare d
l
that, in modern circum stances , the common law of natura
justice require d the giving of reasons by public
l4 The High
officia ls enjoyin g legisla tive discre tions.
Court, referri ng to old author ities many of them
precedi ng the three develop ments to which I have
was
referre d, unanim ously ruled that a right to reasons
not require d by the rules of natura l justice . IS
Develop ment of the law here, it was said, was for the
Parliam ent, not the courts . A signal was sent out
that
caution ing agains t judicia l creativ ity. It was said
in other countr ies of the common law, for example India,
where a right to reasons is now establi shed,
ental
constit utiona l conSid eration s, in the form of fundam
rights, might explain and justify develop ments in the
law. Perhaps in Canada the law will respond more readily
the
to changin g times and changin g technol ogy because of
s.
facilit y provide d by the Charte r of Rights and Freedom
But in Austra lia, as in New Zealan d, England and
the
elsewh ere, the judicia ry since the 19th century and
reforms of Parliam ent has, with notable except ions,
the
preferr ed to emphas ise the non creativ e feature s of
common law. Yet a signal that calls for judicia l
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restraint
restraint calls
calls equally
equally for
for legislative
legislative attention,
attention, in
in
default of
of which
which the
the judges
judges will
will be
be urged
urged again
again to
to remedy
remedy
default
wrongs and
and to
to provide
provide defences
defences to
to freedom.
freedom.
wrongs
III
III

In some
some cases,
cases, the
the technoloqy
technoloqy itself
itself demands
demands or
or even
even
In

produces legal
legal reform.
reform.
produces
This third
third rule
rule refers
refers to
to the
the tendency
tendency of
of modern
modern
This
technology to
to undermine
undermine current
current law
law or
or to
to render
render it
it
technology
irrelevant or
or ineffective.
ineffective. II have
have already
already mentioned
mentioned the
the
irrelevant
way in
in which
which the
the photocopier
photocopier undermines
undermines excessive
excessive
way
secrecy. Doubtless
Doubtless this
this is
is why
why photocopiers
photocopiers are
are kept
kept
secrecy.
under lock
lock and
and key
key in
in the
the Soviet
Soviet union.
union. The
The technology
technology of
of
under
photographic reproduction
reproduction and
and on
on line
line linkages
linkages reduces
reduces
photographic
the
the capacity
capacity to
to keep
keep things
things secret.
secret. The
The self
self same
same
technology that presents the problems of privacy promotes
promotes
the flow of information that tends to enhance
accountability both in the public and private sectors.
sectors.
But in the field of informatics, the results can be
surprising. One case is well known and is called to
attention by Professor Jon Bing of Norway. A social
scientist in Norway sought on line access, under United
States FOI law, to Nato deployments in Norway. Such
information was a State secret under Norwegian law. The
social scientist was prosecuted in Norway. Information
technology16,
technol ogy l6, with its international applications
reduces, by transborder data'flow, the effective
operation of the sovereign laws of domestic jurisdiction.
IV

The People are not always the best judges of their own
interests. Informed observers have a duty to identify
dangers to freedom.
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One
One of
of the
the chief
chief arguments
arguments which
which the
the Minister
Minister proposing
proposinga a
computerized
computerized national
national identity
identity card
card in
in Australia
Australia
continually
continually refers
refers to
to is
is that
that public
public opinion
opinion polls
polls show
show
that
that nearly
nearly 70%
70% of
of Australians
Australians favour
favour aa national
national identity
identity
17 In
card
card with
with photograph.
photograph.17
In aa democracy,
democracy, it
it is
is natural
natural for
for
intellectuals
intellectuals to
to bow
how to
to the
the corporate
corporate wisdom
wisdom of
of the
the
people.
people. If
If the
the People
People want
want an
an 1D
ID card,
card, why
why should
should they
they be
be
denied
denied such
such aa facility?
facility? Especially
Especially if
if it
it would
would help
help
combat
combat welfare
welfare and
and tax
tax fraud?
fraud? The
The answer,
answer, sadly,
sadly, is
is that
that
the
the public
public is
is all
all too
too frequently
frequently willing
willing to
to participate
participate
in
in the
the destruction
destruction or
or erosion
erosion of
of its
its own
own liberties.
liberties. It
It is
is
to
to informed
informed people,
people, (particularly
(particularly lawyers
lawyers conscious
conscious of
of
our
our long
long constitutional
constitutional history
history and
and the
the famous
famous struggles
struggles
for
for freedom),
freedom), that
that there
there falls
falls the
the sometimes
sometimes unpopular
unpopular
function
function of
of holding
holding out
out agai?st
agai.nst the
the popular
popular tide.
tide. Opinion
Opinion
polls
polls may
may persistently
persistently favour
favour the
the reintroduction
reintroduction of
of the
the
death penalty. They may favour the return of flogging
flogging
and, who knows, even transportation to a far off place,
such as Australia. But such opinions may be based upon
false impressions or ignorance of the available data.
They may ignore the statistics that show the
ineffectiveness of such punishments. They may ignore the
statistics that show the fall in jury convictions where
capital punishment is available. They may be based on
ignorance of
of the
the countervailing
countervailing effects
effects of
of such
such
ignorance
punishments. So
So it
it may
may be
be with
with aa national
national identity
identity card.
punishments.
It may
may be
be based
based on
on aa desire
desire of
of people
people without
without access
access to
to
It
gold American
American Express
Express cards
cards to
to have
have aa nice
nice plastic
plastic card,
card,
gold
as other
other people
people have.
have. It
It might
might be
be based
based on
on the
the notion
notion
as
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that "if you have nothing to hide", the card can do no
harm. It might conjure up the memory of the occasion when
proof of identity would have been useful. But it remains
for those who are aware of the special relationship that
exists in countries of the common law between authority
and the citizen to point to the dangers. A dentist who
survived Auschwitz may declare that the best thing of
living in Australia (it could equally be the United
Stated, canada, or England) is that he is never liable to
be stopped on the corner by someone in uniform with the
demand npapierenl". Yet provide a universal computerized
IO card and the risk exists that the data base will be
10
enhanced and that more and more officials will seek
access to it, in the name of efficiency. And that in due
course of time carrying the card will be obligatory. And
producing it will become a commonplace and, ultimately,
in response, no doubt, to some outrage, obligatory. In
the space of a few years, an important principle that
marks off the intrusion of officialdom into our lives
could be quite easily demolished. And the intrusion might
not just be physical. It might go on behind the scenes intrusion into the data profile where more and more
decisions affecting the subject may be made without the
slightest knowledge of the data subject.
Lulled by a trivialising diet of soap operas, cowboy
Westerns and Manhattan gun battles, our people become
indifferent spectators to or even conspirators in the
eros
ron of their own freedoms. Should we care? Should we
eros10n
who are aware of the long battles for freedom also
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surrender - acknowledging that some erosion of privacy is
inevitable as a product of the new information
technology? The Fourth Commandment teaches that we should
care. And that it is the responsibility of politicians,
and those who advise them, to work, even in the face of
popular indifference or opposition, for the preservation
of hard won freedoms. For once they are lost they are
rarely regained.
V

The costs of information rights must be counted. But so

must the intangible benefits.
In the jargon of the economist, it is important for
lawyers who talk of liberty and freedom, to take into
account the incremental costs involved in the
externalities to decision making. The protection of
freedom and the assurance of fairness certainly have a
cost. It involves the assignment of scarce resources. A
recent decision in Canada requires hearings for refugee
immigrants. It was a blow for administrative fairness.
But clearly the cost of providing this facility will run
into millions of dollars. The provision of the facility
to the persons affected will necessarily result in the
denial of benefits to others. That is nothing more than
the simple consequence of the economic problem. IS So it
is in information rights. There is now a great deal of
talk, particularly in Australia, concerning the costs of
FOI and privacy rights. There is a similar debate in the
United States. But whereas the American FOI legislation
is now a robust adolescent, the same cannot be said of
the equivalent laws in Canada, Australia and New Zealand.
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of
The combin ation of talk about cost of the provisi on
ians
inform ation rights, the inevita ble concern by politic
er
about skeleto ns they would rather leave in the comput
ts
cupboa rd, and the hankeri ng of not a few public servan
for a return to the hgood old days", all presen t the
a
danger of the Inform ation Counte r Reform ation. It is
danger which suppor ters of inform ation rights must
ies
repell. They must work with specia l vigour in countr
e ease
such as Canada and Austra lia because of the relativ
could
with which govern ments, domina ting the legisla ture,
to
secure the rolling back of legisla tive entitlem ents
inform ation - whethe r public or person al. The rolling
back of such rights can be done by frank legisla tive
amendm ent and repeal . But it can also be done, in
s.
practic e, by the introdu ction of or increas e in charge
These may effecti vely bar some of the more deservi ng
by
people from exercis ing their rights . Or it can be done
cutting back in pUblic ity about the existen ce of the
e of
rights , so that they remain (in practic e) the provinc
the media, of corpor ations and of educate d middle class
citizen s.
It is natura l that in more diffic ult econom ic times
governm ents should be concern ed about the costs of
inform ation rights. The direct costs include , not only
them
the admini strativ e staffs and bureau cratic time. To
and
must be added the provisi on of court rooms, judges
tribun al member s, shortha nd writer s and so on. As well,
ies
there are the opport unity costs - the other facilit
stick
to
and benefi ts foregon e by virtue of the decisio n
with inform ation rights.
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19
the
These concern s have led Governm ent Minist ers , and
dow
Leader of the QPposi tion 20 , in Austra lia to foresha
the possib le winding back or limitat ion of review
.
mechan isms for the enforce ment of inform ation rights
This is sure to be an import ant issue in the decade
ahead. It may be that corpor ations and others who are
fee
major users of such rights should pay a differ ential
in recogn ition of the fact that they can pass such
ts.
busine ss expens es on to consum ers using their produc
the
It may also be that attenti on needs to be given to
more cost effecti ve way of delive ring inform ation:
ery
avoidin g the cumbers ome, expens ive and dilator y machin
are
of courts and tribun als. But when the public costs
added up, so must be the pUblic benefi ts. And the
relativ ities must be conside red. They include the well
States
known statist ic that the cost of FOI in the United
is less than the upkeep of lawns on golf course s for
out,
overse as defence person nel. And as Dr. Relyea points
agains t the cost of providi ng inform ation that people
al
want to know must be conside red the cost of offici
out
governm ent inform ation service s that nowada ys pour
thinly disguis ed propaga nda, repeate d through media
to
handou ts, concern ing what the governm ent ~ people
n
know. The former may be a healthy correc tive, on occasio
to the latter.
VI

of
Inform ation laws must be develop ed flexibl y becaus e
tions
changin g technol ogy and the rapidly changin g percep
of the problem s.
in the
Not to devise and implem ent adequa te privacy laws,
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legisla tion. is
curren t legislation.
inadequacy
and current
law and
common law
the common
of the
inadequ acy of
the
whilst the
by whilst
quietly by
to
stand quietly
to stand
is to
It is
decisio n. It
make aa decision.
to make
the
But the
rights. But
valued rights.
technology
hithert o valued
erodes hitherto
itself erodes
technol ogy itself
can
laws can
inflexi ble laws
that inflexible
is that
counterpart
princip le is
this principle
of this
counte rpart of
been
have been
they have
problem they
outlive
the problem
of the
unders tanding of
the understanding
outlive the
has
tis has
Simitis
Profess or Simi
introduced
why Professor
is why
This is
introdu ced to solve. This
"turnin g
at aa "turning
now at
are now
laws are
said
protec tion laws
data protection
that data
said that
Many
given. Many
be given.
can be
point".
truism can
this truism
of this
illustr ation of
An illustration
point". An
the
on the
heavily on
rely heavily
of
place rely
in place
put in
already put
laws already
the laws
of the
protect ing
right
individ ual access as a means of protecting
right of individual
utilisa tion
effecti ve utilisation
individual
privacy rights. But the effective
individ ual privacy
depend s upon large
of
benefi cial right depends
this most beneficial
of this
individ ual
assumptions.
knowle dge by the individual
depend s upon knowledge
assump tions. It depends
if
concern ed about. Yet if
that
someth ing to be concerned
there is something
that there
there
notific ation that you are in the system,
there is no notification
you
decisions
decisio ns may be made, vital to your life. And yet you
may
Simila rly, the right of
ignora nt. Similarly,
blissfu lly ignorant.
be blissfully
may be
individ ual
access
assump tions about individual
access makes large assumptions
initiative
enthusi asm. Realism might well raise
initiat ive and enthusiasm.
or aa
tion or
different
considerations.
Apathy,, resigna
resignation
eration s. Apathy
nt consid
differe
solutio ns,
feeling of
of powerl
powerlessness
necess itate other solutions,
essness may necessitate
feeling
afforde d-beyo nd the
if true
true data
protection
tion is to be afforded-beyond
data protec
if
is
powerful
articu late who exert their rights. There is
and articulate
ul and
powerf

tendency
y in our kind of society to slip into
aa tendenc
ient myth
legislative
mythology.
convenient
myth
ogy. It is an easy and conven
tive mythol
legisla
of
d by a right of
to believe
believe that accoun
accountability
provided
tability is provide
to
ed.
access and
and that
that inform
information
protected.
ation rights are thereby protect
access

In fact
fact such
such facilit
facilities
of aa
ies should be seen as the start of
In
d Land.
long journey
journey - not arriva
arrivall in the Promise
Promised
long
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VII
VII

Information rights
rights must
must extend
extend from
from the
the pUblic
public sector
sector
Information

(where they
they have
have been
been developed)
developed) to
to the
the private
private sector.
sector.
(where
So
So far,
far, comprehensive
comprehensive information
information laws
laws have
have concentrated
concentrated
on
on the
the public
public sector.
sector. This
This is
is natural
natural for
for it
it is
is in
in that
that
sector
sector that
that critical
critical information
information affecting
affecting all
all citizens
citizens

exists. But
But increasingly
increasingly important
important in
in our
our lives,
lives, and
and
exists.
often insusceptible
insusceptible to
to national
national control,
control, are
are large
large
often
corporations
corporations -- including
including trans
trans national
national corporations.
corporations.
people in
in the
the private
private sector
sector tend
tend to
to be
be foremost
foremost in
in
people
asserting
asserting the
the right
right of
of accountability
accountability by
by public
public officials
officials
and
and access
access to
to public
public data.
data. But
But the
the self
self same
same principle
principle
has
has relevance
relevance to
to the
the private
private sector
sector as
as well.
well. Its
Its full
full
relevance is
is yet
yet to
to be
be worked
worked out.
out. of
Of course,
course, there
there is
is
relevance
already much
much accountability
accountability by
by the
the private
private sector
sector -already
including in
in the
the market.
market. But
But information.rights
information.rights concern
concern
including
individual power. And power exerted in relation to the
corporate state may be equally applicable in relation to
to
dealings with private enterprise. Voluntary guidelines,
such as compliance with the OECD Privacy principles, may
provide a starting point. But it is scarcely likely that
this will be adequate in the long .term.
term.
VIII
;;

Information technology presents international issues that
reguire international solutions.
The need for transborder solutions to information rights
is self evident in Federations such as Australia, Canada
and the united States. But there is a wider international
stage. The
The technology
technology itself
itself is
is virtually
virtually universal.
universal. The
stage.
problems
problems presented
presented necessarily
necessarily transcend
transcend state
state borders.
borders.
The
The OECD
OECD Guidelines
Guidelines were
were developed
developed in
in the
the hope
hope of
of
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stimulating consistency in legislative and administrative
approaches to information rights in the context of
privacy. Now, other international agencies are
endeavouring to develop rules which can facilitate common
approaches. UNESCO has just embarked on a major
informatics program. The Intergovernmental Bureau for
Informatics in Rome has established a commission to
promote a dialogue on data law and policy between the
advanced countries of the DECO and the developing world.
The technology must interface. Gross inefficiency will
result if legal regulations are enacted which are
incompatible and yet must be complied with by transborder
flows of data. Data havens may destroy the effectiveness
of information rights. The three technological
developments of our time - nuclear fission, biotechnology
and informatics require of us that we should lift our
sights from parochial and purely nationalistic approaches
to the law. Until now, law has been very much
jurisdiction bound. International technology imposes on
us the need for international approaches to legal
regulations. That is why fora such as this have a special
utility. We in the developed world must become more
conscious of the needs and concerns of those less rich.
They follow the caravan of the information economy.
IX

Legal responses to information rights must attend to real·
problems and not content themselves with myths and mere
symbols.
The ninth principle has already been foreshadowed. The
easy thing for law makers to do is to establish a
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bureaucracy with attractive titles, set up with a fanfare
announcing that information is free and privacy is
henceforth guaranteed. But what is important is the fine
print. It has always seemed to me that the value of the
aEeD Guidelines lay chieflY in the formulation of a short
list of relatively simple principles for information
practices. If these became well known and generally
accepted as a Bible of fair information practices, much
would be achieved. Sanctions and advisory mechanisms are
needed to deal with the problems that arise. But most
people at the work face simply require a series of simple
rules, ultimately backed up by the law. The simpler the
rules are kept and the fewer in number, the more likely
it is that fair practices will result. In the field of
FOI, rights of access will not promote effective
accountability unless they are reinforced by community
rights of access to the public media. The concentration
of the media in few hands may undermine the effectiveness
of official information laws because they prevent vital
information flowing through to the community at large.
Thus it is the reality of information rights that we
should be concerned with, not the mythology. "Laws which
talk of nthe consent of the data subjectn, for example,
sound fine. But to an unemployed pensioner seeking a
social security benefit, or a hospital patient seeking
treatment or an employee seeking information which does
not result in dismissal or destroy advancement prospects,
it may sometimes be necessary to go beyond reliance on
the courageous individual. Information laws which depend

I

I.
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exclusively
exclusively on
on individual
individual motivation
motivation for
for enforcement
enforcement are
are
much
much better
better than
than nothing.
nothing. They
They are
are aa step
step in
in the
the right
right
direction.
direction. But
But they
they fall
fall aa long
long way
way short
short of
of providing
providing
effective
effective protections
protections against
against all
all of
of the
the implications
implications of
of
the new
new technology.
technology.
the
XX

Democractic
Democractic values
values must
must be
be preserved
preserved and
and it
it is
is at
at least
least

guestionable
questionable whether
whether our
our democratic
democratic institutions
institutions can
can
adeguately
adeguately respond
respond to
to the
the challenges
challenges of
of technology.
technology.
This
This brings
brings

meme toto mymy last
last "commandment".
"commandment

It.

II approach
approach my
my

conclusion
conclusion on
on aa sombre
sombre note.
note. Those
Those who
who look
look at
at the
the
history
history of
of Parliamentary
Parliamentary democracies
democracies this
this century,
century, at
at
:<-1

least
least in
in our
our countries,
countries, may
may be
be generally
generally optimistic
optimistic about
about
the
the future.
future. Despite
Despite many
many challenges,
challenges, the
the institutions
institutions
have
have survived.
survived. The
The alternative
alternative systems
systems are
are infinitely
infinitely
less
less flexible
flexible and
and uniformly
uniformly more
more oppressive.
oppressive. But
But the
the
problem
problem for
for Parliamentary
Parliamentary institutions,
institutions, posed
posed by
by rapid
rapid
technological change, is the problem of keeping pace. If
If

~,

nothing is done, a decision is made. Yet the very
technicality of the changes make it difficult for the lay
politician (and indeed those advising him or her) to
comprehend all of the ramifications. Furthermore, many of
the changes are highly controversial, as debates about
the privacy of children against their parents and debates
about biotechnological experiments clearly demonstrate.
In the face of such complexity and controversy, there is
a natural tendency to Parliamentary inaction. It is
understandable. But
But it
it is
is dangerous.
dangerous. It
It is
is especially
especially
understandable.
dangerous if
if it
it coincides
coincides with
with the
the disinclination
disinclination of
of the
dangerous
judges (themselves
(themselves often
often scientifically
scientifically illiterate)
illiterate) to
to
judges
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mobilise
mobilise the
the creative
creative machinery
machinery of
of the
the common
common law.
law. There
There
are,
are, atat least
least some
some signs
signs that
that this
this isis what
what isis occurring.
occurring.
It
It is
is roost
roost likely
likely toto occur
occur if
if the
the Executive,
Executive, which
which
dominates
dominates Parliament,
Parliament, loses
loses enthusiasm
enthusiasm for
for information
information
rights.
rights. That
That loss
loss of
of enthusiasm
enthusiasm may
may be
be dressed
dressed up
up in
in the
the
name
name of
of economy
economy and
and cost/benefit
cost/benefit analysis.
analysis. But
But it
it may
may
simply
simply disguise
disguise age
age old
old issues
issues of
of power:
power: where
where power
power is
is
to
to lie.
lie. In
In my
my own
own country,
country, there
there is
is much
much evidence
evidence of
of the
the
institutional
institutional incapacity
incapacity to
to respond.
respond. Only
Only one
one State
State
(Victoria)
(Victoria) has
has enacted
enacted an
an FOI
FOr law.
law. In
In others
others it
it is
is

repeatedly
repeatedly promised,
promised, but
but nothing
nothing comes
comes of
of the
the promises.
promises.
Only
Only one
one State
State (NSW)
(NSW) has
has aa general
general privacy
privacy law
law and
and that
that
of
of limited
limited effectiveness.
effectiveness. The
The Federal
Federal privacy
privacy law
law is
is aa
long
long time
time coming.
coming. And
And there
there is
is much
much more
more vigour
vigour in
in
pressing
pressing on
on with
with aa national
national identity
identity card,
card, despite
despite the
the
dangers
dangers it
it poses
poses for
for privacy
privacy than
than in
in embracing
embracing privacy
privacy
protection laws, limited as they may be. In the field
field of
of
information rights, public lethargy now conspires with
with
unsympathetic noises both from Government and opposition
quarters.
CONCLUSIONS
What is the result of this analysis? Is it that late 20th
century man and woman, lulled in the global village into an
intellectual haze by a constant diet of media trivia, has lost
concern about
about real
real political
political accountability?
accountability? Or
Or are
are they
they
concern
indifferent to
to (and
(and even
even conspire
conspire in
in the
the destruction
destruction of)
of)
indifferent
privacy rights?
rights? political
political accountability
accountability becomes
becomes little
little more
more
privacy
than aa 33 yearly
yearly television
television war
war between
between competing
competing electoral
electoral
than
jingles -- with
with political
political parties
parties sold
sold like
like soap
soap powder
powder to
to aa
jingles
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- 23 people programmed to watch personality politics, devoid of
concern with the large issues and obsessed by the parochial.
You might say that if 70% of the people Want the
introduction of a facility used in other times and other places
to destroy liberty, then governments and politicians must bow
to the superior wisdom of the people and their assessment of

their information rights.
But that wisdom ultimately depends on knowledge. And it

is up to those who have the knowledge and can see the problems
to act responsibly and courageously. I remain incurably
optimistic. But in the darker moments of contemplation, there
is a lingering doubt. And even more than its concern about the
survival of political accountability and the persistence of
privacy in the age of informatics is the institutional concern.
In such a time of rapid change, of complex science and of high
controversy, can our lawmaking institutions cope? That is. the
question that transcends even the privacy and freedom of
information issues we have been gathered to discuss. They are
in a sense a microcosm of a larger problem. For if our
parliamentary democracies falter here, they admit their
incompetence to govern us in the 21st century - whose watchword
and engine will be science. Accordingly, we must remain
optimistic about our capacity to adapt our institutions and
laws to rapid technological change. A loss of confidence or
heart - and a breach of the Commandment of optimism - is a
surrender to the nagging doubt that technology is inherently
elitist and autocratic and that democracy, with all its
inefficiencies, can not survive into the 21st Century. We must
make it our business to ensure that this prophesy of gloom
proves wrong. But the responsibility for rational optimism is
ours.
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